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MADRID: Barcelona took a huge step towards regain-
ing the La Liga title as goals from Luis Suarez, Lionel
Messi and Aleix Vidal beat bitter rivals Real Madrid 3-
0 at the Santiago Bernabeu yesterday to open up a 14-
point lead over the European champions.

In a recurring theme of this season Madrid were
made to pay for Cristiano Ronaldo and Karim Benzema
missing first-half chances as Barca took control after
half-time.

Suarez rounded off a flowing counter-attack to open
the scoring before Messi blasted home a penalty after
Madrid defender Dani Carvajal was sent-off for punch-
ing the ball off the goal line.

And Messi was the creator as Vidal rubbed salt into
Real’s wounds deep into stoppage time.

“The league isn’t finished, we haven’t even complet-
ed the first half of the season,” claimed Barca boss
Ernesto Valverde on his side’s seemingly unassailable
advantage.

However, victory extends
Barca’s unbeaten run to 25
games in all competitions as
they moved nine points clear
of second-placed Atletico
Madrid and exacted revenge
for a 5-1 thrashing on
aggregate in the Spanish
Super Cup at the hands of
Real in August.

Madrid do stil l  have a
game in hand over Barca to
marginally reduce the gap at
the top, but their efforts in the new year are now likely
to be more focused on becoming the first side to win
three consecutive Champions League titles in over 40
years. “We are down because it is a defeat that hurts,”
said Madrid boss Zinedine Zidane. “Madrid never give
up, whatever happens. It is a difficult moment because
we’ve lost by three goals. I could say we don’t deserve
it, but that is football.” Despite the clash between the
Spanish capital’s and Catalonia’s two giants taking
place just two days after three parties favouring inde-

pendence for the prosperous region from Spain
retained an absolute majority in the Catalan parliament,
there was little attention paid to politics inside the
ground once the action got underway.

REAL RUE RONALDO MISKICK 
It could have been very different for the hosts if

Ronaldo had buried a huge opportunity when he com-
pletely miskicked just 10 minutes in.

Barca didn’t threaten at all until the half hour mark
when Messi finally found some room in a congested
midfield to pick out Paulinho’s late run and the
Brazilian’s acrobatic effort was matched by a flying save
from Keylor Navas.

Seconds later it was Marc-Andre ter Stegen to
demonstrate why he has been one of the keys to Barca’s
success this season by getting an outstretched toe to
turn Ronaldo’s fiercely struck shot behind. Benzema

was inches away from giv-
ing Real a half-time lead as
he headed against the post
two minutes before the
break. However, Barca came
out a different side in the
second period to almost
certainly put the title out of
Madrid’s reach. “In the sec-
ond-half we managed to
impose our control on the
game,” added Valverde.
Nine minutes after the
break Sergio Busquets’s

calm opened up the Madrid midfield as he fed Ivan
Rakitic and Sergi Roberto eventually crossed to Suarez
to apply the finishing touch. Suarez was spared the
embarrassment of missing two huge chances in an
incredible goal mouth scramble that led to Barca’s sec-
ond. Navas saved Suarez’s first effort before he fired
against the post with the goal at his mercy, but
Paulinho’s follow-up was punched off the line by Dani
Carvajal. Messi dispatched the resulting penalty into
the top corner to kill the game as a contest and was the

creator for Barca’s third in stoppage time when Vidal’s
drive squeezed in under Navas.

Barca’s perfect weekend was rounded off as
Valencia missed the chance to move into second place
ahead of Atletico Madrid as they suffered a third defeat
in four games. Carlos Bacca scored the only goal as

Villarreal won 1-0 at Mestalla and Valencia will also
start the new year without top scorer Simeone Zaza,
who was sent-off after seeing two yellow cards in 60
seconds just before the hour mark. Atletico were also
beaten for the first time in La Liga this season 1-0 at
Espanyol on Friday. — AFP
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MADRID: Barcelona’s Spanish defender Gerard Pique (L) vies with Real Madrid’s Spanish defender Sergio
Ramos during the Spanish League “Clasico” football match Real Madrid CF vs FC Barcelona at the Santiago
Bernabeu stadium in Madrid yesterday. — AFP

By Ahmad Jabr

KUWAIT: It took 60 minutes before Kuwait scored its first
goal in international competitions in nearly two years. But
its first win after its FIFA ban was lifted will have to wait for
another day. Saudi Arabia scored two goals in its opening
match of the 23rd Gulf Cup against the host country
Kuwait, who pressed late in the second half but failed to
score an equalizer in front of a capacity crowd of 63,000
at Jaber Al-Ahmad International Stadium on Friday.

EARLY RUST
Saudi Arabia took advantage of Kuwait’s shaky per-

formance at the start of the match, setting the pace early
and putting pressure against Kuwait’s defense, which man-
aged to thwart multiple Saudi attacks. Eventually, Kuwait
was able to shake off the rust from nearly two years of
inactivity with three scoring opportunities in 10 minutes,
which all missed the mark. The first goal of the match came
in the 13th minute when Salman Al-Moasher put Saudi
Arabia ahead with a goal assisted by Ahmad Al-Fareedi.
Kuwait tried to score an equalizer after that, but all their
scoring opportunities were unsuccessful.

The final 15 minutes of the first half saw Saudi Arabia
regain control of the match, keeping pressure on the
Kuwaiti defense, while their own defense took care of
Kuwait’s counterattacks. Kuwait had a great scoring
opportunity in the 36th minute when Faisal Al-Harbi sent a
cross to an attacker, who hit the post.

ATTACK MODE
Kuwait started the second half in attack mode, shooting

twice and missing the target. But the Saudis took advan-

tage of a counterattack to score the second goal five min-
utes into the half with a shot by substitute Mukhtar
Fallatah that ended in the back of Humaid Al-Qallaf’s net.
Moasher, who scored Saudi Arabia’s first goal, assisted the
second. Down by two, Kuwait began to press urgently
against the Saudi defense until a scoring opportunity came
in the 58th minute. Substitute Abdullah Al-Braiki received
Badr Al-Mutawaa’s pass and fired a shot that beat Assaf
Al-Qarni, sending the capacity crowd into a frenzy. Kuwait
piled the pressure looking for an equalizer, but the Saudi
players kept their composure and fended off multiple
attacks. The Kuwaiti players eventually started showing
signs of fatigue as time winded down. Saudi Arabia con-
trolled the pace in the last five minutes of the match, and
except for a dangerous shot that narrowly missed the
Saudi net in the 90th minute, Kuwait had no real chances
to score. Saudi Arabia managed to maintain their lead until
the final whistle, which came after four minutes of extra
time. Saudi defender Omar Ibrahim Othman was named
Man of the Match.

MORE CHEMISTRY
Kuwait football team manager Boris Bunjak admitted

that his squad lacked harmony, saying in a press confer-
ence following the match that his players ‘need time’ to
develop more chemistry. All in all, Bunjak said that he was
satisfied with his team’s performance, adding that the
defeat “does not mean quitting in the next matches.”
Meanwhile, the Saudi team coach said his team panicked
during the second half due to the pressing of the Kuwaiti
players. Following their 2-1 loss in the tournament’s opener,
Kuwait is now under pressure to win its next two matches
against Oman tomorrow and the United Arab Emirates on
Thursday. Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia -  participating in the
tournament with its second team instead of its first which
qualified recently for the 2018 World Cup - look comfort-
able heading into their last two matches in Group A com-
petitions after securing three points in the opener.

The opening match took place in front of a jam-packed
crowd as fans filled up the stadium long before the game
started. There were reports that the gates were closed
more than an hour before kick-off. The match was preced-

ed by a spectacular opening ceremony that featured a fire-
works show and performances of patriotic songs by
prominent Kuwaiti singers. His Highness the Amir Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah led top state officials in atten-
dance. This was Kuwait’s first official match since FIFA lift-
ed its ban on the state on December 6, 2017 - nearly two
years after it was imposed in January 2016. The remark-
able attendance numbers reflected Kuwaitis’ eagerness to
see their national team back in action.

UAE BEAT OMAN
In the second Group A match on Friday, the United

Arab Emirates (UAE) earned three points after beating
rival Oman 1-0. Ali Mabkhoot scored UAE’s sole goal from
the penalty spot in minute 27 in the match that was also
held at Jaber International Stadium. Oman began the game
pressing for an early goal but their attacks did not materi-
alize.  The UAE and Oman met for 15 times during the Gulf
Cups. UAE won 10 times while Oman won three matches.
They drew twice.
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KUWAIT: Kuwait’s national team player Sultan al-Enezi (L) vies for the ball against Saudi’s national team player
Ahmad al-Fraidi during the 2017 Gulf Cup of Nations match between Kuwait and Saudi Arabia at the Sheikh
Jaber al-Ahmad Stadium. —Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat 

KUWAIT: Zain, the leading telecommunications com-
pany in Kuwait, announced the launch of an all-new
campaign to celebrate the commencement of  the 23rd
Arabian Gulf Football Cup hosted by the State of
Kuwait during December 2017 - January 2018. 

Zain’s latest campaign includes exclusive offers
specially tailored for Zain customers as well as for
Kuwait’s guests coming from across the GCC to cheer
their national teams during ‘Gulf Cup 23’. The compa-
ny will also hold a number of exciting competitions on
its official social media channels and present valuable
prizes on a daily basis. The company will spare no
efforts to celebrate this much-anticipated sporting
event that brings together the nations of the Arabian
Gulf together. 

The new campaign includes an exclusive offer for
Zain’s postpaid and prepaid customers, where they will
enjoy FREE unlimited Internet for social media usage
during the Gulf Cup 23 period (until 5 January 2018). To

enjoy this special offer, customers who are already sub-
scribed to an Internet Plan should simply send the code
“G23” to 90009, and their Internet capacity will not be
charged for social media usage on Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, and Snapchat. 

Zain also introduced an exclusive offer for Kuwait’s
guests who are attending the tournament from across
the GCC. Guests can enjoy FREE Internet roaming dur-
ing the Gulf Cup 23 period (until 5 January 2018) by
connecting to Zain’s network as soon as they arrive to
Kuwait. The offer is valid for Zain’s customers from
KSA and Bahrain, Omantel’s customers from Oman, and
Vodafone’s customers from Qatar. 

Zain’s new campaign will also feature a comprehen-
sive program on the company’s official social media
channels during the Gulf Cup 23 period. The program
includes daily competitions and valuable prizes featur-
ing the great Kuwaiti commentator Khalid Al Harban.
Zain will also visit Kuwaiti Diwaniyas and offer foot-
ball-loving crowds the opportunity to express their
excitement about the on-going matches. Zain also
sponsors the “Gulf Cup 23” program on KTV3.     

Zain will always be committed to being at the fore-
front of Kuwaiti sports supporters across all local,
regional, and international arenas. During 2014, Zain
offered free flights for Kuwait’s supports to fly over to
Riyadh and support their national team during ‘Gulf
Cup 22’. The company is keen on supporting the
national team, and wishes them all the best of luck dur-
ing the exciting matches of ‘Gulf Cup 23’.   
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Zain’s family wishes Kuwait’s national team all the best of luck.


